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About This Game

Master the magic of Elements. Defend your tower against sneaky goblins using magic attacks. Upgrade the Tower to earn more
mana points and Gems! Compare with your friends in versus mode or fight togheter in coop mode. Try to become the best in

steam leaderboards and collect all the Achievements!

The Adventure awaits!

FEATURES:
★ Quick and Entertaining Games

★ Immersive Experience
★ Easy to Learn, Hard to Master

★ Upgradeable Tower with Mana Points
★ Collect precious Gems!

★ Unlock new Powerful Mages!
★ Leaderboards, Compare with Your Friends and Players from around the World

★ Achievements, to test Yourself against friends

FUTURE UPDATES:
★ More Towers to build!

★ New unlockable characters
★ New game modes

★ ...and more!
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Go ahead and see for yourself, Tower of Elements needs to be protected and you are the only one capable!
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Title: The Tower Of Elements
Genre: Action, Indie
Developer:
Wulo Games
Publisher:
Back To Basics Gaming
Release Date: 5 Aug, 2015

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Single Core 2.0 Ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 256 Mb

Storage: 100 MB available space

English
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tower of elements 2. the keeper of 4 elements tower defense. tower of elements game. tower of elements wow. the tower of
elements. the tower of elements badge. the tower of elements steam. the tower of elements in ashran

Really simple, just few buttons and try to hit the right colors with right buttons.

I do like this, but it will take time when i get bored, but still does the job.. u can have ur friend dress up like trump and shoot
them in the head over and over and over.

for $8 its well worth the money
there are some crazy power-ups.
its a fast paced twitch shooter
the graphics simple so any potato pc can run it
the character customization is funny.

i had previously given this game a bad review but over night the dev addressed just about everything i had against the game

the game is a simple shooter with wacky power-ups and game modes and it only 8 beans. check it out. Great puzzle-game with a
very nice artstyle. Good and easy riddles, a little bit short. Watch my video of the first levels or try the demo. I recommend the
game.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/y9HGjd644Q0. Chicken in a tank.. hahaha XD. Controls are more than frustrating.. Worth every penny
spent.

. A fun old school RPG

After a couple of hours of gameplay, are still finding it entertaining

Easy to play, simple interface, lots of units and enough items to choose from to keep it interesting

I am finding it fun to play. Came here to review this as soon as I've seen the buildings in game. They are amazing, you will not
regret. KingLeno is one of the best asset creators for this game and he really made a masterpiece here. This pack is so good
(even better if you are building an American City), that its up there with the most essential DLC.

Couldn't recommend enough.
Super cheap, super good looking.
Just buy it already :P. SoS was a pleasant surprise. A visual novel game, it distinguishes itself with a unique concept in which 4
characters are sent on a life-long journey into the depths of space with new tech to explore what lays beyond. The game revolves
around managing the relationships between, and exploring each character's past and personality. Without giving away spoilers,
there is an interesting "mechanic" involved in which you learn more about each individual as the days pass. Refreshingly, every
crew member is well fleshed out- they aren't nearly as one dimensional as you are led to believe early on- and one in particular
really evolved throughout my playthrough. The art and animations are well done too. Definitely a fun game to try, and worth the
money.. good game :)!!!
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aMAZE is a calm and wholesome way to spend a few minutes, but there's a real problem with this game that being comfy
doesn't quite make up for. "Surprisingly-difficult" isn't exactly the hyphenation I'd use to describe this game. aMaze is a
compilation of 50 mazes divided into "Easy," "Medium," and "Hard" categories, but the simple truth is that all of these mazes
are easy. I finished this game in under 40 minutes, and that included a bathroom break. In all likelihood, I will be idling for
cards for a longer period of time than I spent playing the game. As such, aMAZE is probably great to plop a kid in front of, but
adults will get more enjoyment out of its marginally tougher sequel.. This is a casual \u201cspot the difference\u201d game.
Since it\u2019s geared towards kids, most of the differences are pretty obvious. Although most puzzles will have 1-3 things that
are a little harder to find.

Every time you find a difference you get an achievement, which is why there are almost 300 for this game. One glitch I had was
entering a scene and then exiting popped the \u201cComplete all levels\u201d achievement.

There are 24 scenes. All of which are vibrant and fun to look at.

Pros
+Colorful
+Difficulty great for kids (and adults when you want to zone out for 30 minutes!)
+It works!

Cons
+Short (depends who is playing)
+Music loops too frequently (I muted the game and played my own music)

Got this for 49 cents on sale. Worth every penny to relax for 30-35 minutes. Even the asking price is fine if you\u2019re
playing with a kid that will take more time and learn from it.

5\/10 Average. Build stuff to wreck someone else's stuff before they get enough stuff to build stuff to wreck your stuff.

Did I mention wrecking stuff?

. 

Follow "First Person Exploration and Puzzle Games" for more games like this!A Portal-like with a glaringly
obvious lack of polish. I only did the first few puzzles, but they were bad. The voice acting is nearly
incomprehensible, and there's no way to disable mouse acceleration. There are literally dozens of similar games out
there that are better - avoid this one.. im not saying that this game isnt enjoyable it just does not entertain for long.
The game lacks excitement and a desire to play more and the actions yoyu take as a player become repetive and
meaningless. i would not reccomed this game to anyone looking to invest large ammunts of time. pretty good until you
have to fight doctor octopus and magneto at the same time, \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t fight
imo. This game is pretty fun so far, it's a bit like Excite Bike meets Trials. If you have a monitor that runs at higher
than 60hz though you should set it to run at 60hz or the game runs too fast, which is a bit rubbish.. Very enjoyable.
Works well on my machine and my machine can barely run FSX. I wish the set up was easier but just take your time
and keep fiddling until controls are just right and you love it!
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